
Some longer extracts from Orwell’s 1984 (1949) 
 

Syme tells Winston about Newspeak 

“How is the Dictionary getting on?” said Winston, raising his voice to overcome the noise. 

“Slowly,said Syme. “I”m on the adjectives. It”s fascinating.” 

He had brightened up immediately at the mention of Newspeak. He pushed his pannikin aside, took 

up his hunk of bread in one delicate hand and his cheese in the other, and leaned across the table so as 

to be able to speak without shouting. 

“The Eleventh Edition is the definitive edition,he said. “We’regetting the language into its final 

shape — the shape it”s going to have when nobody speaks anything else. When we”sve finished with 

it, people like you will have to learn it all over again. You think, I dare say, that our chief job is inventing 

new words. But not a bit of it! We’redestroying words — scores of them, hundreds of them, every day. 

We’recutting the language down to the bone. The Eleventh Edition won”st contain a single word that 

will become obsolete before the year 2050.” 

He bit hungrily into his bread and swallowed a couple of mouthfuls, then continued speaking, with 

a sort of pedant”s passion. His thin dark face had become animated, his eyes had lost their mocking 

expression and grown almost dreamy. 

“It”s a beautiful thing, the destruction of words. Of course the great wastage is in the verbs and 

adjectives, but there are hundreds of nouns that can be got rid of as well. It isn”st only the synonyms; 

there are also the antonyms. After all, what justification is there for a word which is simply the opposite 

of some other word? A word contains its opposite in itself. Take “good”, for instance. If you have a 

word like “good”, what need is there for a word like “bad”? “Ungood” will do just as well — better, 

because it”s an exact opposite, which the other is not. Or again, if you want a stronger version of “good”, 

what sense is there in having a whole string of vague useless words like “excellent” and “splendid” and 

all the rest of them? “Plusgood” covers the meaning, or “doubleplusgood” if you want something 

stronger still. Of course we use those forms already. but in the final version of Newspeak there’ll be 

nothing else. In the end the whole notion of goodness and badness will be covered by only six words 

— in reality, only one word. Don’t you see the beauty of that, Winston? It was B.B.”s idea originally, 

of course,he added as an afterthought. 

A sort of vapid eagerness flitted across Winston”s face at the mention of Big Brother. Nevertheless 

Syme immediately detected a certain lack of enthusiasm. 

“You haven’t a real appreciation of Newspeak, Winston,he said almost sadly. “Even when you write 

it you’restill thinking in Oldspeak. I”ve read some of those pieces that you write in The Times 

occasionally. They’regood enough, but they’retranslations. In your heart you”d prefer to stick to 

Oldspeak, with all its vagueness and its useless shades of meaning. You don’t grasp the beauty of the 

destruction of words. Do you know that Newspeak is the only language in the world whose vocabulary 

gets smaller every year?” 

Winston did know that, of course. He smiled, sympathetically he hoped, not trusting himself to 

speak. Syme bit off another fragment of the dark-coloured bread, chewed it briefly, and went on: 

“Don’t you see that the whole aim of Newspeak is to narrow the range of thought? In the end we 

shall make thoughtcrime literally impossible, because there will be no words in which to express it. 

Every concept that can ever be needed, will be expressed by exactly one word, with its meaning rigidly 

defined and all its subsidiary meanings rubbed out and forgotten. Already, in the Eleventh Edition, 

we’renot far from that point. But the process will still be continuing long after you and I are dead. Every 

year fewer and fewer words, and the range of consciousness always a little smaller. Even now, of course, 

there”s no reason or excuse for committing thoughtcrime. It”s merely a question of self-discipline, 

reality-control. But in the end there won’t be any need even for that. The Revolution will be complete 

when the language is perfect. Newspeak is Ingsoc and Ingsoc is Newspeak,he added with a sort of 

mystical satisfaction. “Has it ever occurred to you, Winston, that by the year 2050, at the very latest, 

not a single human being will be alive who could understand such a conversation as we are having 

now?” 

“Except— began Winston doubtfully, and he stopped. 
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It had been on the tip of his tongue to say “Except the proles,but he checked himself, not feeling 

fully certain that this remark was not in some way unorthodox. Syme, however, had divined what he 

was about to say. 

“The proles are not human beings,he said carelessly. “By 2050 earlier, probably — all real 

knowledge of Oldspeak will have disappeared. The whole literature of the past will have been destroyed. 

Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, Byron — they’ll exist only in Newspeak versions, not merely changed 

into something different, but actually changed into something contradictory of what they used to be. 

Even the literature of the Party will change. Even the slogans will change. How could you have a slogan 

like “freedom is slavery” when the concept of freedom has been abolished? The whole climate of 

thought will be different. In fact there will be no thought, as we understand it now. Orthodoxy means 

not thinking — not needing to think. Orthodoxy is unconsciousness.” 

One of these days, thought Winston with sudden deep conviction, Syme will be vaporized. He is too 

intelligent. He sees too clearly and speaks too plainly. The Party does not like such people. One day he 

will disappear. It is written in his face. 

 

[...] 

 

Winston tells Julia about the disappearance of Mother 

When his father disappeared, his mother did not show any surprise or any violent grief, but a sudden 

change came over her. She seemed to have become completely spiritless. It was evident even to Winston 

that she was waiting for something that she knew must happen. She did everything that was needed -- 

cooked, washed, mended, made the bed, swept the floor, dusted the mantelpiece -- always very slowly 

and with a curious lack of superfluous motion, like an artist”s lay-figure moving of its own accord. Her 

large shapely body seemed to relapse naturally into stillness. For hours at a time she would sit almost 

immobile on the bed, nursing his young sister, a tiny, ailing, very silent child of two or three, with a 

face made simian by thinness. Very occasionally she would take Winston in her arms and press him 

against her for a long time without saying anything. He was aware, in spite of his youthfulness and 

selfishness, that this was somehow connected with the never-mentioned thing that was about to happen. 

He remembered the room where they lived, a dark, close-smelling room that seemed half filled by a 

bed with a white counterpane. There was a gas ring in the fender, and a shelf where food was kept, and 

on the landing outside there was a brown earthenware sink, common to several rooms. He remembered 

his mother”s statuesque body bending over the gas ring to stir at something in a saucepan. Above all he 

remembered his continuous hunger, and the fierce sordid battles at meal-times. He would ask his mother 

naggingly, over and over again, why there was not more food, he would shout and storm at her (he even 

remembered the tones of his voice, which was beginning to break prematurely and sometimes boomed 

in a peculiar way), or he would attempt a snivelling note of pathos in his efforts to get more than his 

share. His mother was quite ready to give him more than his share. She took it for granted that he, “the 

boy”, should have the biggest portion; but however much she gave him he invariably demanded more. 

At every meal she would beseech him not to be selfish and to remember that his little sister was sick 

and also needed food, but it was no use. He would cry out with rage when she stopped ladling, he would 

try to wrench the saucepan and spoon out of her hands, he would grab bits from his sister”s plate. He 

knew that he was starving the other two, but he could not help it; he even felt that he had a right to do 

it. The clamorous hunger in his belly seemed to justify him. Between meals, if his mother did not stand 

guard, he was constantly pilfering at the wretched store of food on the shelf. 

One day a chocolate-ration was issued. There had been no such issue for weeks or months past. He 

remembered quite clearly that precious little morsel of chocolate. It was a two-ounce slab (they still 

talked about ounces in those days) between the three of them. It was obvious that it ought to be divided 

into three equal parts. Suddenly, as though he were listening to somebody else, Winston heard himself 

demanding in a loud booming voice that he should be given the whole piece. His mother told him not 

to be greedy. There was a long, nagging argument that went round and round, with shouts, whines, 

tears, remonstrances, bargainings. His tiny sister, clinging to her mother with both hands, exactly like a 

baby monkey, sat looking over her shoulder at him with large, mournful eyes. In the end his mother 
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broke off three-quarters of the chocolate and gave it to Winston, giving the other quarter to his sister. 

The little girl took hold of it and looked at it dully, perhaps not knowing what it was. Winston stood 

watching her for a moment. Then with a sudden swift spring he had snatched the piece of chocolate out 

of his sister”s hand and was fleeing for the door. 

“Winston, Winston!” his mother called after him. “Come back! Give your sister back her chocolate!” 

He stopped, but did not come back. His mother”s anxious eyes were fixed on his face. Even now he 

was thinking about the thing, he did not know what it was that was on the point of happening. His sister, 

conscious of having been robbed of something, had set up a feeble wail. His mother drew her arm round 

the child and pressed its face against her breast. Something in the gesture told him that his sister was 

dying. He turned and fled down the stairs” with the chocolate growing sticky in his hand. 

He never saw his mother again. After he had devoured the chocolate he felt somewhat ashamed of 

himself and hung about in the streets for several hours, until hunger drove him home. When he came 

back his mother had disappeared. This was already becoming normal at that time. Nothing was gone 

from the room except his mother and his sister. They had not taken any clothes, not even his mother”s 

overcoat. To this day he did not know with any certainty that his mother was dead. It was perfectly 

possible that she had merely been sent to a forced-labour camp. As for his sister, she might have been 

removed, like Winston himself, to one of the colonies for homeless children (Reclamation Centres, they 

were called) which had grown up as a result of the civil war, or she might have been sent to the labour 

camp along with his mother, or simply left somewhere or other to die. 

The dream was still vivid in his mind, especially the enveloping protecting gesture of the arm in 

which its whole meaning seemed to be contained. His mind went back to another dream of two months 

ago. Exactly as his mother had sat on the dingy white-quilted bed, with the child clinging to her, so she 

had sat in the sunken ship, far underneath him, and drowning deeper every minute, but still looking up 

at him through the darkening water. 

He told Julia the story of his mother”s disappearance. Without opening her eyes she rolled over and 

settled herself into a more comfortable position. 

“I expect you were a beastly little swine in those days,” she said indistinctly. “All children are 

swine.” 

“Yes. But the real point of the story -” 

From her breathing it was evident that she was going off to sleep again. He would have liked to 

continue talking about his mother. He did not suppose, from what he could remember of her, that she 

had been an unusual woman, still less an intelligent one; and yet she had possessed a kind of nobility, 

a kind of purity, simply because the standards that she obeyed were private ones. Her feelings were her 

own, and could not be altered from outside. It would not have occurred to her that an action which is 

ineffectual thereby becomes meaningless. If you loved someone, you loved him, and when you had 

nothing else to give, you still gave him love. When the last of the chocolate was gone, his mother had 

clasped the child in her arms. It was no use, it changed nothing, it did not produce more chocolate, it 

did not avert the child”s death or her own; but it seemed natural to her to do it. The refugee woman in 

the boat had also covered the little boy with her arm, which was no more use against the bullets than a 

sheet of paper. The terrible thing that the Party had done was to persuade you that mere impulses, mere 

feelings, were of no account, while at the same time robbing you of all power over the material world. 

When once you were in the grip of the Party, what you felt or did not feel, what you did or refrained 

from doing, made literally no difference. Whatever happened you vanished, and neither you nor your 

actions were ever heard of again. You were lifted clean out of the stream of history. And yet to the 

people of only two generations ago this would not have seemed all-important, because they were not 

attempting to alter history. They were governed by private loyalties which they did not question. What 

mattered were individual relationships, and a completely helpless gesture, an embrace, a tear, a word 

spoken to a dying man, could have value in itself. The proles, it suddenly occurred to him, had remained 

in this condition. They were not loyal to a party or a country or an idea, they were loyal to one another. 

For the first time in his life he did not despise the proles or think of them merely as an inert force which 

would one day spring to life and regenerate the world. The proles had stayed human. They had not 

become hardened inside. They had held on to the primitive emotions which he himself had to re-learn 

by conscious effort. And in thinking this he remembered, without apparent relevance, how a few weeks 
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ago he had seen a severed hand lying on the pavement and had kicked it into the gutter as though it had 

been a cabbage-stalk. 

“the proles are human beings,” he said aloud. “We are not human.” 

“Why not?” said Julia, who had woken up again. 

He thought for a little while. “Has it ever occurred to you,” he said, “that the best thing for us to do 

would be simply to walk out of here before it”s too late, and never see each other again?” 

“Yes, dear, it has occurred to me, several times. But I”m not going to do it, all the same.” 

“We”ve been lucky,” he said “but it can’t last much longer. You’reyoung. You look normal and 

innocent. If you keep clear of people like me, you might stay alive for another fifty years.” 

“No. I”ve thought it all out. What you do, I”m going to do. And don’t be too downhearted. I”m 

rather good at staying alive.” 

“We may be together for another six months -- a year -- there”s no knowing. At the end we’recertain 

to be apart. Do you realize how utterly alone we shall be? When once they get hold of us there will be 

nothing, literally nothing, that either of us can do for the other. If I confess, they’ll shoot you, and if I 

refuse to confess, they’ll shoot you just the same. Nothing that I can do or say, or stop myself from 

saying, will put off your death for as much as five minutes. Neither of us will even know whether the 

other is alive or dead. We shall be utterly without power of any kind. The one thing that matters is that 

we shouldn’t betray one another, although even that can’t make the slightest difference.” 

“If you mean confessing,” she said, “we shall do that, right enough. Everybody always confesses. 

You can’t help it. They torture you.” 

“I don’t mean confessing. Confession is not betrayal. What you say or do doesn’t matter: only 

feelings matter. If they could make me stop loving you -- that would be the real betrayal.” 

She thought it over. “they can’t do that,” she said finally. “It”s the one thing they can’t do. They can 

make you say anything -- anything -- but they can’t make you believe it. They can’t get inside you.” 

“No,” he said a little more hopefully, “no; that”s quite true. They can’t get inside you. If you can 

feel that staying human is worth while, even when it can’t have any result whatever, you”ve beaten 

them.” 

He thought of the telescreen with its never-sleeping ear. They could spy upon you night and day, but 

if you kept your head you could still outwit them. With all their cleverness they had never mastered the 

secret of finding out what another human being was thinking. Perhaps that was less true when you were 

actually in their hands. One did not know what happened inside the Ministry of Love, but it was possible 

to guess: tortures, drugs, delicate instruments that registered your nervous reactions, gradual wearing-

down by sleeplessness and solitude and persistent questioning. Facts, at any rate, could not be kept 

hidden. They could be tracked down by enquiry, they could be squeezed out of you by torture. But if 

the object was not to stay alive but to stay human, what difference did it ultimately make? They could 

not alter your feelings: for that matter you could not alter them yourself, even if you wanted to. They 

could lay bare in the utmost detail everything that you had done or said or thought; but the inner heart, 

whose workings were mysterious even to yourself, remained impregnable. 

 

[...] 

 

O’Brien is brainwashing Winston into IngSoc 

“I told you,” said O’Brien, “that if we met again it would be here.” 

“Yes,” said Winston. 

Without any warning except a slight movement of O’Brien”s hand, a wave of pain flooded his body. 

It was a frightening pain, because he could not see what was happening, and he had the feeling that 

some mortal injury was being done to him. He did not know whether the thing was really happening, 

or whether the effect was electrically produced; but his body was being wrenched out of shape, the 

joints were being slowly torn apart. Although the pain had brought the sweat out on his forehead, the 
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worst of all was the fear that his backbone was about to snap. He set his teeth and breathed hard through 

his nose, trying to keep silent as long as possible. 

“You are afraid,” said O’Brien, watching his face, “that in another moment something is going to 

break. Your especial fear is that it will be your backbone. You have a vivid mental picture of the 

vertebrae snapping apart and the spinal fluid dripping out of them. That is what you are thinking, is it 

not, Winston?” 

Winston did not answer. O’Brien drew back the lever on the dial. The wave of pain receded almost 

as quickly as it had come. 

“that was forty,” said O’Brien. “You can see that the numbers on this dial run up to a hundred. Will 

you please remember, throughout our conversation, that I have it in my power to inflict pain on you at 

any moment and to whatever degree I choose? If you tell me any lies, or attempt to prevaricate in any 

way, or even fall below your usual level of intelligence, you will cry out with pain, instantly. Do you 

understand that?” 

“Yes,” said Winston. 

O’Brien”s manner became less severe. He resettled his spectacles thoughtfully, and took a pace or 

two up and down. When he spoke his voice was gentle and patient. He had the air of a doctor, a teacher, 

even a priest, anxious to explain and persuade rather than to punish. 

“I am taking trouble with you, Winston,” he said, “because you are worth trouble. You know 

perfectly well what is the matter with you. You have known it for years, though you have fought against 

the knowledge. You are mentally deranged. You suffer from a defective memory. You are unable to 

remember real events and you persuade yourself that you remember other events which never happened. 

Fortunately it is curable. You have never cured yourself of it, because you did not choose to. There was 

a small effort of the will that you were not ready to make. Even now, I am well aware, you are clinging 

to your disease under the impression that it is a virtue. Now we will take an example. At this moment, 

which power is Oceania at war with?” 

“When I was arrested, Oceania was at war with Eastasia.” 

“With Eastasia. Good. And Oceania has always been at war with Eastasia, has it not?” 

Winston drew in his breath. He opened his mouth to speak and then did not speak. He could not take 

his eyes away from the dial. 

“the truth, please, Winston. Your truth. Tell me what you think you remember.” 

“I remember that until only a week before I was arrested, we were not at war with Eastasia at all. 

We were in alliance with them. The war was against Eurasia. That had lasted for four years. Before that 

—” 

O’Brien stopped him with a movement of the hand. 

“Another example,” he said. “some years ago you had a very serious delusion indeed. You believed 

that three men, three onetime Party members named Jones, Aaronson, and Rutherford men who were 

executed for treachery and sabotage after making the fullest possible confession — 

 were not guilty of the crimes they were charged with. You believed that you had seen unmistakable 

documentary evidence proving that their confessions were false. There was a certain photograph about 

which you had a hallucination. You believed that you had actually held it in your hands. It was a 

photograph something like this.” 

An oblong slip of newspaper had appeared between O’Brien”s fingers. For perhaps five seconds it 

was within the angle of Winston”s vision. It was a photograph, and there was no question of its identity. 

It was the photograph. It was another copy of the photograph of Jones, Aaronson, and Rutherford at the 

party function in New York, which he had chanced upon eleven years ago and promptly destroyed. For 

only an instant it was before his eyes, then it was out of sight again. But he had seen it, unquestionably 

he had seen it! He made a desperate, agonizing effort to wrench the top half of his body free. It was 

impossible to move so much as a centimetre in any direction. For the moment he had even forgotten the 

dial. All he wanted was to hold the photograph in his fingers again, or at least to see it. 

“It exists!” he cried. 

“No,” said O’Brien. 
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He stepped across the room. There was a memory hole in the opposite wall. O’Brien lifted the 

grating. Unseen, the frail slip of paper was whirling away on the current of warm air; it was vanishing 

in a flash of flame. O’Brien turned away from the wall. 

“Ashes,” he said. “Not even identifiable ashes. Dust. It does not exist. It never existed.” 

“But it did exist! It does exist! It exists in memory. I remember it. You remember it.” 

“I do not remember it,” said O’Brien. 

Winston”s heart sank. That was doublethink. He had a feeling of deadly helplessness. If he could 

have been certain that O’Brien was lying, it would not have seemed to matter. But it was perfectly 

possible that O’Brien had really forgotten the photograph. And if so, then already he would have 

forgotten his denial of remembering it, and forgotten the act of forgetting. How could one be sure that 

it was simple trickery? Perhaps that lunatic dislocation in the mind could really happen: that was the 

thought that defeated him. 

O’Brien was looking down at him speculatively. More than ever he had the air of a teacher taking 

pains with a wayward but promising child. 

“there is a Party slogan dealing with the control of the past,” he said. “repeat it, if you please.” 

“"Who controls the past controls the future: who controls the present controls the past,"“ repeated 

Winston obediently. 

“"Who controls the present controls the past,"“ said O’Brien, nodding his head with slow approval. 

“Is it your opinion, Winston, that the past has real existence?” 

Again the feeling of helplessness descended upon Winston. His eyes flitted towards the dial. He not 

only did not know whether “yes” or “nO’ was the answer that would save him from pain; he did not 

even know which answer he believed to be the true one. 

O’Brien smiled faintly. “You are no metaphysician, Winston,” he said. “Until this moment you had 

never considered what is meant by existence. I will put it more precisely. Does the past exist concretely, 

in space? Is there somewhere or other a place, a world of solid objects, where the past is still 

happening?” 

“No.” 

“then where does the past exist, if at all?” 

“In records. It is written down.” 

“In records. And —?” 

“In the mind. In human memories.” 

“In memory. Very well, then. We, the Party, control all records, and we control all memories. Then 

we control the past, do we not?” 

“But how can you stop people remembering things?” cried Winston again momentarily forgetting 

the dial. “It is involuntary. It is outside oneself. How can you control memory? You have not controlled 

mine!” 

O’Brien”s manner grew stern again. He laid his hand on the dial. 

“On the contrary,” he said, “you have not controlled it. That is what has brought you here. You are 

here because you have failed in humility, in self-discipline. You would not make the act of submission 

which is the price of sanity. You preferred to be a lunatic, a minority of one. Only the disciplined mind 

can see reality, Winston. You believe that reality is something objective, external, existing in its own 

right. You also believe that the nature of reality is self-evident. When you delude yourself into thinking 

that you see something, you assume that everyone else sees the same thing as you. But I tell you, 

Winston, that reality is not external. Reality exists in the human mind, and nowhere else. Not in the 

individual mind, which can make mistakes, and in any case soon perishes: only in the mind of the Party, 

which is collective and immortal. Whatever the Party holds to be the truth, is truth. It is impossible to 

see reality except by looking through the eyes of the Party. That is the fact that you have got to relearn, 

Winston. It needs an act of self-destruction, an effort of the will. You must humble yourself before you 

can become sane.” 

He paused for a few moments, as though to allow what he had been saying to sink in. 
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“Do you remember,” he went on, “writing in your diary, "Freedom is the freedom to say that two 

plus two make four"?” 

“Yes,” said Winston. 

O’Brien held up his left hand, its back towards Winston, with the thumb hidden and the four fingers 

extended. 

“How many fingers am I holding up, Winston?” 

“Four.” 

“And if the party says that it is not four but five — then how many?” 

“Four.” 

The word ended in a gasp of pain. The needle of the dial had shot up to fifty-five. The sweat had 

sprung out all over Winston”s body. The air tore into his lungs and issued again in deep groans which 

even by clenching his teeth he could not stop. O’Brien watched him, the four fingers still extended. He 

drew back the lever. This time the pain was only slightly eased. 

“How many fingers, Winston?” 

“Four.” 

The needle went up to sixty. 

“How many fingers, Winston?” 

“Four! Four! What else can I say? Four!” 

The needle must have risen again, but he did not look at it. The heavy, stern face and the four fingers 

filled his vision. The fingers stood up before his eyes like pillars, enormous, blurry, and seeming to 

vibrate, but unmistakably four. 

“How many fingers, Winston?” 

“Four! Stop it, stop it! How can you go on? Four! Four!” 

“How many fingers, Winston?” 

“Five! Five! Five!” 

“No, Winston, that is no use. You are lying. You still think there are four. How many fingers, 

please?” 

“Four! five! Four! Anything you like. Only stop it, stop the pain!” 

Abruptly he was sitting up with O’Brien”s arm round his shoulders. He had perhaps lost 

consciousness for a few seconds. The bonds that had held his body down were loosened. He felt very 

cold, he was shaking uncontrollably, his teeth were chattering, the tears were rolling down his cheeks. 

For a moment he clung to O’Brien like a baby, curiously comforted by the heavy arm round his 

shoulders. He had the feeling that O’Brien was his protector, that the pain was something that came 

from outside, from some other source, and that it was O’Brien who would save him from it. 

“You are a slow learner, Winston,” said O’Brien gently. 

“How can I help it?” he blubbered. “How can I help seeing what is in front of my eyes? Two and 

two are four.” 

“sometimes, Winston. Sometimes they are five. Sometimes they are three. Sometimes they are all 

of them at once. You must try harder. It is not easy to become sane.” 

He laid Winston down on the bed. The grip of his limbs tightened again, but the pain had ebbed 

away and the trembling had stopped, leaving him merely weak and cold. O’Brien motioned with his 

head to the man in the white coat, who had stood immobile throughout the proceedings. The man in the 

white coat bent down and looked closely into Winston”s eyes, felt his pulse, laid an ear against his 

chest, tapped here and there, then he nodded to O’Brien. 

“Again,” said O’Brien. 

The pain flowed into Winston”s body. The needle must be at seventy, seventy-five. He had shut his 

eyes this time. He knew that the fingers were still there, and still four. All that mattered was somehow 

to stay alive until the spasm was over. He had ceased to notice whether he was crying out or not. The 

pain lessened again. He opened his eyes. O’Brien had drawn back the lever. 

“How many fingers, Winston?” 
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“Four. I suppose there are four. I would see five if I could. I am trying to see five.” 

“Which do you wish: to persuade me that you see five, or really to see them?” 

“really to see them.” 

“Again,” said O’Brien. 

Perhaps the needle was eighty — ninety. Winston could not intermittently remember why the pain 

was happening. Behind his screwed-up eyelids a forest of fingers seemed to be moving in a sort of 

dance, weaving in and out, disappearing behind one another and reappearing again. He was trying to 

count them, he could not remember why. He knew only that it was impossible to count them, and that 

this was somehow due to the mysterious identity between five and four. The pain died down again. 

When he opened his eyes it was to find that he was still seeing the same thing. Innumerable fingers, like 

moving trees, were still streaming past in either direction, crossing and recrossing. He shut his eyes 

again. 

“How many fingers am I holding up, Winston?” 

“I don”t know. I don”t know. You will kill me if you do that again. Four, five, six — in all honesty 

I don”t know.” 

“Better,” said O’Brien. 

A needle slid into Winston”s arm. Almost in the same instant a blissful, healing warmth spread all 

through his body. The pain was already half-forgotten. He opened his eyes and looked up gratefully at 

O’Brien. At sight of the heavy, lined face, so ugly and so intelligent, his heart seemed to turn over. If 

he could have moved he would have stretched out a hand and laid it on O’Brien arm. He had never 

loved him so deeply as at this moment, and not merely because he had stopped the pain. The old feeling, 

that it bottom it did not matter whether O’Brien was a friend or an enemy, had come back. O’Brien was 

a person who could be talked to. Perhaps one did not want to be loved so much as to be understood. 

O’Brien had tortured him to the edge of lunacy, and in a little while, it was certain, he would send him 

to his death. It made no difference. In some sense that went deeper than friendship, they were intimates: 

somewhere or other, although the actual words might never be spoken, there was a place where they 

could meet and talk. O’Brien was looking down at him with an expression which suggested that the 

same thought might be in his own mind. When he spoke it was in an easy, conversational tone. 

“Do you know where you are, Winston?” he said. 

“I don”t know. I can guess. In the Ministry of Love.” 

“Do you know how long you have been here?” 

“I don”t know. Days, weeks, months — I think it is months.” 

“And why do you imagine that we bring people to this place?” 

“to make them confess.” 

“No, that is not the reason. Try again.” 

“To punish them.” 

“No!” exclaimed O’Brien. His voice had changed extraordinarily, and his face had suddenly become 

both stern and animated. “No! Not merely to extract your confession, not to punish you. Shall I tell you 

why we have brought you here? To cure you! To make you sane! Will you understand, Winston, that 

no one whom we bring to this place ever leaves our hands uncured? We are not interested in those 

stupid crimes that you have committed. The Party is not interested in the overt act: the thought is all we 

care about. We do not merely destroy our enemies, we change them. Do you understand what I mean 

by that?” 

He was bending over Winston. His face looked enormous because of its nearness, and hideously 

ugly because it was seen from below. Moreover it was filled with a sort of exaltation, a lunatic intensity. 

Again Winston”s heart shrank. If it had been possible he would have cowered deeper into the bed. He 

felt certain that O’Brien was about to twist the dial out of sheer wantonness. At this moment, however, 

O’Brien turned away. He took a pace or two up and down. Then he continued less vehemently: 

“the first thing for you to understand is that in this place there are no martyrdoms. You have read of 

the religious persecutions of the past. In the Middle Ages there was the Inquisition. It was a failure. It 

set out to eradicate heresy, and ended by perpetuating it. For every heretic it burned at the stake, 

thousands of others rose up. Why was that? Because the Inquisition killed its enemies in the open, and 
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killed them while they were still unrepentant: in fact, it killed them because they were unrepentant. Men 

were dying because they would not abandon their true beliefs. Naturally all the glory belonged to the 

victim and all the shame to the Inquisitor who burned him. Later, in the twentieth century, there were 

the totalitarians, as they were called. There were the German Nazis and the Russian Communists. The 

Russians persecuted heresy more cruelly than the Inquisition had done. And they imagined that they 

had learned from the mistakes of the past; they knew, at any rate, that one must not make martyrs. 

Before they exposed their victims to public trial, they deliberately set themselves to destroy their 

dignity. They wore them down by torture and solitude until they were despicable, cringing wretches, 

confessing whatever was put into their mouths, covering themselves with abuse, accusing and sheltering 

behind one another, whimpering for mercy. And yet after only a few years the same thing had happened 

over again. The dead men had become martyrs and their degradation was forgotten. Once again, why 

was it? In the first place, because the confessions that they had made were obviously extorted and 

untrue. We do not make mistakes of that kind. All the confessions that are uttered here are true. We 

make them true. And above all we do not allow the dead to rise up against us. You must stop imagining 

that posterity will vindicate you, Winston. Posterity will never hear of you. You will be lifted clean out 

from the stream of history. We shall turn you into gas and pour you into the stratosphere. Nothing will 

remain of you, not a name in a register, not a memory in a living brain. You will be annihilated in the 

past as well as in the future. You will never have existed.” 

Then why bother to torture me? thought Winston, with a momentary bitterness. O’Brien checked his 

step as though Winston had uttered the thought aloud. His large ugly face came nearer, with the eyes a 

little narrowed. 

“You are thinking,” he said, “that since we intend to destroy you utterly, so that nothing that you say 

or do can make the smallest difference — in that case, why do we go to the trouble of interrogating you 

first? That is what you were thinking, was it not?” 

“Yes,” said Winston. 

O’Brien smiled slightly. “You are a flaw in the pattern, Winston. You are a stain that must be wiped 

out. Did I not tell you just now that we are different from the persecutors of the past? We are not content 

with negative obedience, nor even with the most abject submission. When finally you surrender to us, 

it must be of your own free will. We do not destroy the heretic because he resists us: so long as he resists 

us we never destroy him. We convert him, we capture his inner mind, we reshape him. We burn all evil 

and all illusion out of him; we bring him over to our side, not in appearance, but genuinely, heart and 

soul. We make him one of ourselves before we kill him. It is intolerable to us that an erroneous thought 

should exist anywhere in the world, however secret and powerless it may be. Even in the instant of 

death we cannot permit any deviation. In the old days the heretic walked to the stake still a heretic, 

proclaiming his heresy, exulting in it. Even the victim of the Russian purges could carry rebellion locked 

up in his skull as he walked down the passage waiting for the bullet. But we make the brain perfect 

before we blow it out. The command of the old despotisms was "Thou shalt not". The command of the 

totalitarians was "Thou shalt". Our command is "Thou art". No one whom we bring to this place ever 

stands out against us. Everyone is washed clean. Even those three miserable traitors in whose innocence 

you once believed — Jones, Aaronson, and Rutherford — in the end we broke them down. I took part 

in their interrogation myself. I saw them gradually worn down, whimpering, grovelling, weeping — 

and in the end it was not with pain or fear, only with penitence. By the time we had finished with them 

they were only the shells of men. There was nothing left in them except sorrow for what they had done, 

and love of Big Brother. It was touching to see how they loved him. They begged to be shot quickly, so 

that they could die while their minds were still clean.” 


